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OUR MARCH TREAT   

“The Sundown Players” gave a wonderful performance on 

Thursday 5th March. I was concerned that the change of day 

from our usual Wednesday meeting might have escaped 

people.  

I need not have worried as there was a terrific turnout of 

members with their friends and neighbours. 

Our first treat was a comedy sketch,  

“Another Day Another Gossip”, by Frank Gibbons.  

Two gossiping women, played by Linda Beaton and 

Cath O’Hanlon, gave us the low-down on their 

naughty neighbours’ bad behaviour.  

 

This was followed by, “The Play That Never Was” (a complete mystery) by ???? .  

The play was not credited to anyone, but I have my suspicions!!  

It was an “animal-take” of the court room drama “Twelve Angry Men”.  

The majority of the group took part or were credited with their efforts back-stage. 

A thoroughly amusing rendition, earning warm applause.  

Director Pauline McIntosh received a beautiful bouquet, richly deserved. 

                                                                                                                                                        Joan Robinson                                                       

 



GROUP NEWS 

OFF TO A GOOD START - TAI CHI 

A third class was started in February to ease the load on the waiting list for this popular group. 

The people on the waiting list have had the opportunity to try out the class and some wish to continue. 

In the present circumstances all classes will discontinue, possibly until September. 

Please keep in touch with the Group Leaders: 

ELIZABETH HAMBLEY 568239  or SIOBHAN ROSS 07815 590330 who will update you. 

ZUMBA 

Due to the popularity of the Thursday Zumba class our teachers, Ursula and Angela, have agreed to run a second 

class on Tuesday afternoons.  

The class started on 10th March and in the first week 24 members attended.  

The class will restart as soon as possible on Tuesdays in Dunn Memorial Hall.  

Please note the new timing will be 2.15 pm to 3.15 pm  
The Group Leader is IRENE GILMOUR. Anyone interested can contact her on 07764 250092 

ITALIAN – 1 

The Tutor, Marco Piva, has asked that this message be given out: 

“We are carrying on via Skype, same time (Thursday, 10:15); if anyone fancies joining or re-joining us, 

they can contact me via e-mail  (marco--piva@libero.it)  and I'll give details how to do so”. 

VISITS TO GROUPS BY THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

CARPET BOWLS 

On Friday 13th March I took part in the Carpet Bowls session.  

Everyone enjoyed it and there were no negative comments aired.                                       Eric Niven 

FRIDAY MORNING BRIDGE GROUP 

I arrived at coffee time (only to ensure that I didn’t disturb the players!) to a warm welcome from Rowan Duggan. 

Jim Meldrum was participating as well. Jim showed me the equipment that was supplied to the group for their 

scoring system and demonstrated how it is used to keep track of the boards that circulate from table to table 

as well as providing instant results at the end of the session. 

Everyone was enjoying themselves and there were no adverse comments.                                                   Eric Niven                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

THE BIRDS! THE BIRDS! 

The weather in February was so dire on every Monday, even our hardy Birdwatching Group were thwarted.  

However, March started well and we enjoyed a lovely outing to an area near Irvine.  

This was a quarried place now filled with trees, but for safety reasons we had to stick to the footpaths.  The 

trees still being bare we had a good sighting of our familiar inland birds and water birds on the little waterways 

abounding. 

Our group leader Earl Spencer is most informative. A very pleasant meander.  

I wonder when we will get another one!!                                                                                                                                     Joan Robinson 

                                                                                                                               

ENJOY MUSIC 

So enjoyable, I went back to the next session, two weeks later, for an encore ! 

Group Leader, Ian McInnes, does an enormous 

amount of preparation for his presentation to this 

very long-standing Group. 

Each session has a theme, the first time it was 

“Unforgettable” and members were encouraged to 

bring their own piece of music/song which had 

unforgettable memories for them and of course Nat 

King Cole gave us his version too. 

The second session was, in part, a tribute to 

Beethoven’s 250th Birthday with the theme,  

“The Busy B’s” and included songs by Bert 

Baccarat and Irving Berlin, with film clips played 

on the Group’s laptop.                          Allen Fenton 
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JEWELLERY MAKING 

And ne’er a bead was dropped, at least not whilst I 

was there.  

This is one of several new Groups formed in the 

current year, as a result of our “Suggestions for 

New Groups” List, in the Office. 

A small, quiet, contemplative Group with everyone 

getting on with their own creation. 

It was interesting to see the apparatus used to keep 

everything in place while trying out various bead 

combinations of shapes and colours. 

I left before the delicate task of threading them 

all began.                                              Allen Fenton                                       

  

MEMBERSHIP 
Before closing on Friday this had reached the highest figure for twenty-two years (916), 88% of whom, like you, 

will receive this Grapevine by e-mail. 

If you know of any Member complaining that their messages never arrive, please ask them to contact me at the 

address shown below, they can be assured their address will not go to anyone outwith OIR and it will enable them 

to be kept in touch during the current, difficult situation.                                                                  Allen Fenton 

 

SUSPENSION OF ALL ACTIVITIES 

It is very regrettable that all our Group Activities for session 2019-2020 had to come to such an abrupt end. As 

a responsible organisation we had to react to the fast-changing situation to protect not only our members but 

also the wider community. I know many groups would be planning to have a meal or other event to mark the end 

of the session so will be disappointed that they are unable to socialise in this way. 

Although the monthly meetings have been cancelled for both April and May the Committee is already preparing 

for the next session.   

Group Leaders will soon be asked for their annual reports and also their accommodation requirements for 2020-

2021. 

There is no Grapevine planned for May but I am sure Group Leaders will be keeping in contact with their groups.  

As our office is closed you can keep in touch with our website: oirlargs.org.uk  

or by e-mail: oir.largs@outlook.com 

On behalf of the Committee, I urge you to follow Government advice and to stay safe.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                          Jean Stuart                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                   


